
The world is in trouble! At the global level, physical, 

economic, informational, and cyber warfare are occurring 

among nations. At the national level, there is rebellion 

within households, communities, and governments over 

common issues that divide people by the millions. These 

common issues include wage disparity, drugs, race and 

gender inequality, policing tactics, religious confusion, 

unequal opportunities, and judicial corruption. However, 

hidden from view is an ugly reality. Three statements can 

easily summarize this reality. First, human behavior 

governs all events occurring at both the global and 

national levels. Second, human behavior itself is the 

outward expression of one’s personal choices that lead to 

decisions. Third, behind every choice are positive or 

negative stimuli influencing one in the direction he or she 

chooses to walk. This book entitled “Understanding the 

Greatest War Campaign Ever Conceived: Clarity from the 

Book of Proverbs and How to Win”, explores the reality 

behind human choice. Since humanity has freewill, this 

book looks behind this freedom to expose the drivers 

behind every choice that ultimately culminates in right or 

wrong and good or evil. 

Coming Soon!



This Book:

 Documents that the global and national levels are part of a singular campaign

 Documents that the campaign is so vast, complicated, and ancient, that its comprehension is maddening 

 Identifies the stimuli hidden from human perception that existed before the memory of humanity and influences human 

behavior in the campaign

 Examines “discernment” and its critical role in a society 

 Explains why authority figures (teachers to preachers; local police to military leaders; lawyers to judges; entrepreneurs 

to CEOs; local representatives to presidents), become worthy vessels for the negative attributes

This is a book about warfare. It is a book of details. No one can explain war in a sound bite, a cliff-note, or a brief 

summary. War is complicated, messy, and it requires time and study to understand the intricacies of its effects. Quick 

answers, fast responses, cheap remedies, and band-aides cannot solve war. Thus, if one desires to know the truth, and to 

understand the solution to this campaign, this life-changing book is for you.
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